Reliability of PCR decontamination systems.
A major problem in the application of PCR is contamination with material amplified previously. Repeated PCRs result in the accumulation of intact and degraded amplicons and primer artifacts that can contaminate following amplification reactions. Post-PCR UV treatment and pre-PCR uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) digestion have been recognized to efficiently inactivate or decompose intact amplification fragments. We show here that degraded amplification products and primer artifacts account for decreased sensitivity and may cause false-negative results. Our experiments indicate that partly degraded PCR products and primer artifacts containing sequences homologous to the primer oligonucleotides in the succeeding PCR reaction compete efficiently with sample DNA for the primers. The experiments done in this study may explain unexpectedly low PCR sensitivities reported in an increasing number of publications. In an attempt to solve this problem, we evaluated three post-PCR treatment methods to completely eliminate sequences competing for the amplification primers, namely, 8-methoxypsoralen (MOPS) or hydroxylamine treatment of amplified DNA and use of oligonucleotides containing 5'-ChemiClamps. However, all three methods did not sufficiently inhibit artificially produced carryover contaminations. In conclusion, false-positive results can be eliminated with UDG or UV treatment, but physical barriers are indispensable to avoid the occurrence of false-negative results.